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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that for real n-vectors y and x, y majorizes x if and only if 
Ay = x for some doubly stochastic matrix A of order n. I f  the components of each of 
y and x are in nonincreasing order, then it is known that the mat~x A can be chosen 
to be positive semidefinite symmetric. We characterize when there is a positive 
definite doubly stochastic matrix A such that Ay = x. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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I~t  l) n denote the set of all n x n doubly stochastic matrices, that is, 
matrices with nonnegative entries each of whose row and column sums equals 
one. Let R" denote the set of all real column vectors of n dimensions. For 
a = (a  1 . . . . .  an) T ~ R", let aS = (at11 . . . . .  a[n]) T denote the vector obtained 
from a by rearranging the coordinates in nonincreasing order. Let A n = {a 
R" l a = aS} .  
For y = (Yl . . . . .  y,,)T, x = (X 1 . . . . .  x, )  7" ~ R u, y is said to majorize x, 
written y >- x, if 
k k 
E Yt,l >/ E xul 
i=1  i=1  
for all k = 1 . . . . .  n, with equality if k = n [7]. It is very well known that, for 
y ,x~R n, y>-x  if and only if Ay=x for some A ~1~ n. For y ,x~R n 
with y >- x, let 
g)(y >- x) = {A ~ ~.  lay = x}. 
We note that there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that 
~n(Y >" x) = {PAQIA  ~ l ) , (y  $ >" x $)}. 
The structure of the set ~(y  >- x) is investigated in [1]. The set l ) (y >- x) 
is known to contain some special types of doubly stochastic matrices. Brualdi 
and Hwang [2] proved that 12(y >- x) contains a matrix which is permutation 
equivalent o a lower Hessenberg matrix. Levow [6] found a necessary and 
sufficient condition for 1)(y$ >- x $ ) to contain a nonsingular matrix. Chao 
and Wong [3] proved that Ft(y$ >-x S) contains a positive semidefinite 
matrix, and noted that this set contains a positive definite matrix if all the 
components of x are distinct. 
Though it is natural to think that l ) (y $ >- x $ ) contains a positive definite 
matrix whenever it contains a nonsingular matrix [3], that is not the case in 
general, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let y = (2, 0, 0) 7", x = (1, 1, 0) ~, and let 
2 
1 1 
A =  4 4 • 
1 3 
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Then A is nonsingular and Ay  = x. However, any symmetric matrix B ~ f13 
satisfying B y = x must be of  the form 
B = -1°  1 2 2 1 b22 b23 • 
0 b32 b33 
violating the In order for B to be positive definite, it must be that b22 > ~, 
double stochasticity of B. Thus there is no positive definite B ~ fl3 such that 
By=x.  
In this paper, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the set 
l ) (y~ >- x$)  to contain a positive definite matrix A ~ ~n- 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let y = (Yl . . . . .  yn )T, X = (X 1 . . . . .  X,) ~ A n be such that y >- x. Fol- 
lowing Levow [6], if 
k k 
Ey,= Ex, 
i=1  i=1  
for some k = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, we say that there is a coincidence at k or that 
y >- x has a coincidence at k. There is a natural decomposit ion 
y = y<l) ~ ... ~ y(r), x = X (1) ~ " '"  ~ X ( r )  
where y( i )>-x  (i) with no coincidences, i = 1 , . . . ,  r. We call y(O >. x(O, 
i = 1 . . . . .  r the e-components of y >- x. I f  there is a coincidence at k and 
Yk ~ Yk+l, then y >- x is decomposable at k. There is a natural decomposi-  
tion 
y = ) r(1) (~) --.  • ) r(s), x ~-~ 2 (1) (~ . . .  • ~(s) 
where ~,(i) >. ~(~) with no decomposabil it ies, i = 1 . . . . .  s. We call ~(*) >- ~to, 
i = 1 . . . . .  s, the d-components of y >- x. Clearly, the collection of c-compo- 
nents of y >- x is the collection of the c-components obtained from each of its 
d-components.  
The following lemma is due to Levow [6]. 
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LEMMA 1 [6, Theorem 2]. Suppose that y >- x is decomposable at k and 
that Ay  = x fo r  some A ~ ~,, .  Then there are matrices A 1 ~ Ok, A 2 ~ f~n-k 
such that A = A 1 ~ A 2. 
The following two lemmas will be useful in the proof  of our main results. 
LEMMA 2. Let z = (z  1 . . . . .  z , )  ~, x = (x l . . . . .  x , )  r ~ A ,  be such that 
z >-x. I f z4 :x ,  thenz  i_l - z i  >x i - l -x i f i~rs°mei  =2 . . . . .  n. 
Proof. Let ~i = • i -  1 - -  7~i' ~i = X i -  1 - -  Xi  (i = 2 . . . . .  n) .  Then  
i=2 i=2 
Since z I > x 1 and z,  < x,,, we get from (1) that 
( ~ - ~:,) > Zl - x ,  > 0.  
i=2 
Thus ~'~ - ~i > 0 for some i = 2 . . . . .  n, complet ing the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let y = (Y i  . . . . .  y,)T, x = (x 1 . . . . .  x , )  T ~ A be such that 
y >- x with a coincidence at k. Suppose that A = [aid] ~ 1~,, is a symmetr ic  
matrix such that Ay  = x. 7"hen a~j = 0 fo r  all i , j  wi th i <~ k < j and y~ ~ yj. 
Proof. Since y ~- x has a coincidence at k, we have 
Y~ +""  +Yk =x~ +- - .  +x  k. 
F rom this and from the equalit ies 
k k ~ k k ~ 
E yj = E a,jyj, E ~, = E a,jyj, 
j= l  j= l  i=1 i=1 i= i  j= l  
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k k 
O= ~ ~ aijyj-- Y'~ ~ aijyj 
j= l  i=k+l  i=1 j=k+l  
k k 
i= l  j=k+l  i=1 j=k+l  
a~j yj 
k 
~_~ ~ aij( Y, - yj).  
i=l j=k+l  
Since Yl >~ "'" >~ Y,,, it follows that aij = 0 whenever y~ ¢ yj and i ~< k < j .  
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In the following, let J, denote the n × n matrix all of whose entries equal 
l /n ,  and I ,  the identity matrix of order n. Let e denote the all l 's vector of 
suitable size. For any set S, let ]SI denote the cardinality of S. 
Forx=(x  1 . . . . .  Xn) T~ A let (S 1 . . . . .  St) be apart i t ion of{1 . . . . .  n} 
satisfying 
(P.1) x i =x j  i f i , j~  S k for some k, and 
(P.2) x~>xj  i f i~  S k , j  E Sin, and k < m. 
We call (S 1 . . . . .  S r) the x-partition of {1 . . . . .  n}. For example, if x = 
(5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1) ~ R 9, then the x-partition of {1 . . . . .  9} is ({1, 2}, {3}, 
{4}, {5, 6, 7}, {s, 9}). 
LEMMA 4. Let y,x  ~ A n be such that y >- x. Let ($1,.. . ,  Sr) be the 
x-partition of {1 . . . . .  n}, and let z = (Jlsll @ "'" ~ Jlsrl)y • Then the following 
hold: 
(a )  z = z$ ,  
(b) (S 1 . . . . .  S r) is a refinement of  the z-partition of{1 . . . . .  n}, 
(c) z >- x.  
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Proof. The validity of (a) and (b) is clear. 
For (c), we need to prove that 
k k 
E E x, (k= l ..... n) (2) 
i=1  i=1 
with equality if k = n, where z = (z 1 . . . . .  z , )  r and x = (x I . . . . .  x,) r. 
The inequality (2) clearly holds for k ~ {IS~l, ISll + IS21 . . . . .  ISll 
+ -" +ISrl}, and (2) is an equality if k = n. Let k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. Then 
j -1  j 
i=1 i=1  
for some j = 1 . . . . .  r, where we assume that S o = Q~. Let 
j -1  
p = Y'~ IS, I and q =ISjl .  
i=1  
Then Sj ={p + 1 . . . . .  p +q},  p + 1 ~<k ~<p +q,  and 
Zp+l  = "'" = 7~p+q ~ 0l, Xp+ 1 ~ "'" ~ Xp+q 
for a = (1 /qXyp+ 1 q- "'" +yp+q) and some/3.  
We have 
=/3. 
k k p p 
Ez , -  Ex,= Ez~- E x,+ (k-p)(c,-/3). 
t=1 i=1 i= l  i=1  
Thus, if a /> /3, then 
k k p p 
Ez - Ex,  Ez , -  E 
i= l  i=1  i=1 i=1 
and, if ~ </3 ,  then 
k k p p 
Ez , -  Ex,>~ Ez , -  E x,+q(a-/3) 
i=1  i~ l  i=1  i=1 
p+q p+q 
= F. z~- ~ ~,>~0. 
i=1  i~ l  
and the proof for (c) is complete. 
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F rom now on, let 1~, + denote the convex set of all positive semidefinite,  
symmetr ic  doubly stochastic matrices of order  n, and l~n ++ the convex set of  
all positive definite, symmetr ic  doubly stochastic matrices of order  n. A 
matrix is said to be positive if all of  its entr ies are positive. 
LEMMA5. Let y ,x~ A n be such that y >- x. I f  y >- x has no coinci- 
dence, then there exists a posit ive matrix A ~ 1)+, such that A y = x. 
Proof. Lety  = (Y l  . . . . .  yn )T, X = (X  1 . . . . .  Xn )T, and le t  F(x) = {i I x i _ l  
> Xi}. 
We proceed by induct ion on IF(x)l. I f  IF(x)l = 0, then x 1 . . . . .  x n. 
Thus Jny  = x, and we are done for this case, since Jn E ~-~+. 
Suppose the IF(x)l >/ 1. Let (S 1 . . . . .  St) be the x-part it ion of {1 . . . . .  n}, 
and let 
P=J l s l l  ~ ' ' "  ~JIs~p and z=Py=(z~ . . . . .  z , )  ~. 
Then,  by Lemma 4, we get that z=z$ ,  z >-x, and z i 1 =z i  whenever  
x~_l = x~. For  i = 2 . . . . .  n, let 
{ ~ if zi_ 1 = z i, 6 i ~ X i -  1 -- Xi - - -  - -  if z i -1  >z~, 
Zi -  1 Zi 
and let 6 = min{62, . . . ,  8,} = 6p. Then 0 < 6 < 1 by Lemma 2, and 
xi_ 1 -  6z i_  l >>- x i -  6z  i ( i  =2  . . . . .  n)  
with equal ity if i = p. Thus it follows that 
r (x  - 6z )  c r (x )  - {p} ,  
x-  6z  = (x -  6z )  J,. 
Since fF(x - 8z)l < IF(x)l, z - 6z  = (z - 6z )$ ,  and z - 6z  >- x - 6z, and 
since z -  6z  >-x -  6z  has no coincidence,  there exists, by induction, a 
positive matrix B ~ f~+ such that B (z -  6z )=x-  6z  or [ (1 -  6)B  + 
6 In ]Z=X.  We see that (1 -  6 )B  + 61, ~ f~+ because 0 < 6< 1. Since 
Px  = x and Py  = z, we finally have P((1 - 6)B  + 6 I , )Py  = x. Now P((1 
- 6 )B  + 6 I , )P  is a requi red positive matrix in f~+, and we are done. • 
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COROLLARY [3]. Let y, x ~ A n be such that y >- x. Then there exists 
A ~ ~+~ such thatAy=x.  
Proof. Let y = yO) 0 ... ~ y(~), x = x (1) • . . .  • x (r),  where y(O, x(O 
An(0, and y(i) >- x (i), i = 1 , . . . ,  r, are the c-components of y >- x. Then, by 
Lemma 5, there exist A i ~ 1~,,+0) such that Aiy  ~0 = x ~0 (i = 1 . . . . .  r) .  Let 
A = A l • "" • A r. Then A ~ ~+ and Ay  = x. • 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Theorem 3 of [6]. But we 
give here a simple elementary proof. 
LEMMA 6. Let y, x ~ A be such that y >- x with no coincidence. I f  x 
is a scalar multiple o f  e, then there does not exist a nonsingular matrix 
A ~ 1~,, such that Ay  = x unless y = x. 
Proof. Let a = (1 /n )yre .  Then x = ae .  Suppose that A ~ ~'~n satis- 
fies Ay=x.  Then A(y -  ae)  =x-  ae - - -0 .  Thus A must be a singular 
matrix unless y = x. • 
The following theorem furnishes a characterization of when there is a 
positive definite doubly stochastic matrix A such that Ay  = x, in the case 
that y >- x has no coincidence. 
THEOREM 7. Let n >t 2 and let y ,x  ~ A be such that y >- x and 
y >- x has no coincidence. Then there is a positive matrix A ~ l~+n + such that 
A y = x i f  and only i f  x is not a scalar multiple o f  e. 
++ 
Proof. I f  Ay  = x for some A ~ f~,~ , then, by Lemma 6, it follows 
necessarily that x is not a scalar multiple of e. Suppose, conversely, that x is 
not a scalar multiple of e. Let y = ( Yl . . . . .  y,,)r, x = (x 1 . . . . .  x , )  r. Then 
x 1 > x,~ and Yl > Y,,- Let dp(y >- x) = {i ]x i - i  = x~, Yi-1 > Yi}. We proceed 
by induction on Iq'(y ~- x)l. 
Suppose that I~(y>-x) l=  0. Then Yi I =Yi  whenever x i 1 =x i .  Thus 
for a sufficiently small 8 > 0, we have x - ~y  = (x - ~ y)$ .  Since clearly 
y -  8y=(y -  8y)~ and s incey-  8y>-x -  By, there exists, byLemma 
5, a positive matrix B ~ f~+ such that B(y - 3y)  --- x - By, from which it 
follows that [(1 - 8)B + 8In]y = X, and the proof for this case is completed. 
Now, suppose that I~(y  ~- x)l >/ 1. Let (S 1 . . . . .  S r) be the x-partit ion of 
{1 . . . . .  n}. Then r >~ 2 and n > 3, because x is not a scalar multiple o fe .  We 
divide the proof  into two cases. 
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Case (i): qb(y >- x) N (S 1 U ... U S r_ 1 ) =~ O.  Let k E O(y >- x) N Sj, 
j ~<r -  1. Then Yk-1 >yk ,xk -1  =xk ,  andk-  1, k ~ Sj. LetSj ={p + 1, 
p +2 . . . . .  p + q}. Then p +q <n.  
Let Q = Ip OJq • ][n-p-q and z = Qy. Then z = z$ ,  z ~ x, and IO(z 
>- x)] < IO(y >- x)l. Thus, by induction, there exists a positive matrix C 
~n++ such that Cz = x. Since Qx = x, we have QCz = x or QCQy = x. By 
subtracting yne from both sides of y >- x, is necessary, we may assume that 
Yn = O. 
Let G = QCQ. Then G is a positive matrix in l~n+. Let s = max{/I 1 ~< i
<~ q, Yp+i > 0}. 
Subcase (i- l):  s = 1. In this case  Yp+l > Yp+2 . . . . .  y, = 0. Let 
U = 
0 
0 
"--0 
Iq_ 1 
O 
-1  . . . .  1 
. . .0  
0 
On-p-q -  1 
""0 
-1  
-1  
q -1  
Then U is positive semidefinite symmetric, U(yp+ 1. . . . .  y,)T = 0, and the 
row sum (and hence the column sum) vector of U is 0. 
Let 
G. = G + • v ) .  
Then, for sufficiently small ~ > 0, G, is a positive matrix in On + such that 
G~y = x. We need to show that G, is positive definite. Let a = (a 1 . . . . .  a , )  r 
E R n be such that arG~a = 0. Then arGa + ear(Op • U)a  = 0, SO that 
a Ca = 0 (3) 
and 
aT(Op ~ U)a  = O, (4) 
since both G and Op • U are positive semidefinite. 
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From (3) we have 
ai =0 
and 
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for all i#p  + 1 . . . . .  p +q (5) 
ap+ 1 + . ' .  +ap+q = 0. (6 )  
From (4) we have 
ap+j - a n = 0 ( j  = 2 . . . . .  q ) .  
Since a n = 0, we have, by (5), (6), (7), that a I . . . . .  a n 
(7) 
= 0, i.e., that 
a = O. Thus G~ is positive definite, and we are done for this case 
Subcase (i-2): s >/2. I~t  
ti Yp+l  T ( i  2 . . . . .  s ) ,  = , u i=f l - - t i f i ,  T i=u iu i  = 
Yp+i 
where fj denotes the j th  column of I~ ( j  = 1 . . . . .  s), and let 
T= E T,. 
i=2 
Then T is positive semidefinite, since T~ is positive semidefinite for each 
i = 2 , . . . ,  s. I_~t 
O 
O 
V = 
0 
Iq _ s 
0 
0 
0 On_p_q_  1 
- -1 
- - I  
0 
- -1  . . . .  1 0 
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where  r = ( r  1 . . . . .  rs )T denotes the row sum vector  of  T and a = r 1 
+ "" + r s +q - s. Then  V is posit ive semidef in i te symmetr ic ,  and the row 
sum (and hence  co lumn sum) vector  o f  V is 0. Let  
Gz = G -I- B(Op • V) .  
Then,  for suff iciently small ~ > O, G~ is a posit ive matrix in ~+.  Since 
it follows that 
and hence  that 
Zi(Yp+ 1 . . . . .  Yp+s) T = 0 ( i  = 2 . . . . .  s ) ,  
r r (  Yp+ 1 . . . . .  Yp+s) T = O, 
V (  Yp+ l . . . .  yn) T = O. 
There fore  we have G ,y  = x. 
It remains to show that G~ i s posit ive definite. As before,  let a = 
(a  1 . . . . .  an )T fi~- I~ n be such that aTG~a = 0. Then  
so that 
and 
aTGa + ~aT(Op • V)a  = 0,  
aTGa = 0 (8) 
aT(Op • V)8  = O. (9 )  
Le t  u = (a  1 . . . . .  ap) T, - T b - (ap+ 1 . . . . .  ap+s) ,  c = (ap+s+ 1 . . . . .  ap+q), and 
v = (ap+q+ 1 . . . . .  an )T, SO that a = u • b • e • v. Then  as in subcase (i-1), 
(8) gives us 
u =0,  v=O,  
and 
ap+ 1 + "" +ap+q = 0. (10)  
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brTb  + ere = O. 
= brTb  = 0, 
Since T is positive semidefinite, it follows that 
b rTb  = 0 
and e = 0. Hence by (10) we get 
ap+ l + "'" +ap+s = O. 
Now the equation (11) gives us 
(u~b) r (u~b)  = b r ~ u ,u~b 
i= l  i= l  
from which it follows that 
, ,~b  = o 
i.e., that 
( i  = 2 . . . . .  s )  
(11) 
(12) 
ap+ 1 - t ,ap+ i = 0 ( i  = 2 . . . . .  s ) .  (13) 
Let  
H = 
1 . . .1  
Since t z > 0 . . . . .  t s > 0, we see that the last s -  1 columns of H are 
linearly independent. I f  det H = 0, then the first column of H is a linear 
combination of last s - 1 columns of H, which gives 
1 1 1 
1= <0,  
t 2 t 3 ts 
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a contradiction. Therefore we have det H # 0. Since H b = 0 by (12) and 
(13), it follows that b = 0. Therefore we have proved that a = 0 and hence 
that G, is positive definite. 
Case (ii): (y >- X) I~ (S  1 t J . . .  ~.) Sr - 1)  = ~.  In this case, qb(y >- x) ¢3 
Sr ~.Let  
p = 
0 -." 1 0 
1 ---  0 
0 --" 0 
be the back diagonal matrix, and let 
y'  =y le -y  and x' =y le -x .  
Then 
y '=y '$ ,  x '=x '$ ,  y '~x '•  
Let S~ = {n - i + 1 l i ~ Sj} ( j  = 1 . . . . .  r). Then (S'n, S' n_l . . . . .  S]) is the 
x-partition of  {1 . . . . .  n} such that qb(y' >- x') N (S', U ." U S~) ~s 0 .  Thus, 
by case (i), there exists a positive matrix C G l~  ++ such that Cy '  = x', from 
which it follows that CPy = Px and hence that PCPy  = x. Now PCP is the 
required positive matrix in fl~ + +, and the proof is complete. • 
LEMMA 8. Let y, x ~ A n be such that y >- x. Suppose that y >- x has a 
coincidence at k < n. I f  there exists A ~ lq +n + such that A y = x, then there ++ 
exist B ~ l~  + and C ~ f t , _  k such that (B • C)y  = x. 
++ 
Proof. Suppose that Ay  = x where A ~ fl n . l_~t 
y(l) = (Y l  . . . . .  Yk) T, y(2) = (Yk+l  . . . . .  Yn) T, 
X(1) = (X  1 . . . . .  Xk) T, X (2) = (Xk+ 1 . . . . .  Xn)T• 
I f  Yk # Yk + 1, then y ~ x is decomposable• Thus by Lemma 1, there exist 
B ~f l  k, C ~,_k  such that A =B • C. Since A is positive definite, it 
follows that both B and C are positive definite, and the proof for this case is 
complete. 
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Suppose that Yk = Yk+ 1. 
Take the smallest integer p ~< k and the largest integer q >~ k + 1 such 
that yp = yq. Partition A as 
A = I 
All A12 A13 A14 
A21 A22 A23 A24 
A,31 A32 A33 A34 
A41 A42 A43 A44 
where All, Az2, A33, A44 are square matrices of  orders p - 1, k - p + 1, 
q - k, and n - q respectively, and All, A44 may possibly be vacuous. Then, 
since 
Yp-~ > Yp . . . . .  Yk = Yk+l ~ Yk+2 ~ "'" ~ Yn 
if p > 1, and since 
Yl ~Y2 ~ "'" ~Yk =Yk+l  . . . . .  Yq >yq+l  
if q < n, we see, by Lemma 3, that 
At3 = 0, A14 = 0, A24 = 0, 
and hence that 
A31 = 0, A41 = 0, A42 = 0. 
Let (ap . . . . .  ak) T and (/3k+ j . . . . .  ~q) be the row sum vector and the column 
sum vector of Az3 respectively, and let 
[nllA l10 0 ] 
B = A21 A22] + 0 diag(otp . . . .  ,trk) ' 
C = _ + • . ,  . 
0 
Then (B • C)y = x since yp = Yp+l . . . . .  yq, and B ~ l~k, C ~ f~,-k. 
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Since both 
All A12] [A33 A34] 
A2 ' A22] and [A43 A44] 
are positive definite as principal submatrices of A, it follows that B and C 
are positive definite, completing the proof. • 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let y, x ~ A n be such that y >- x. Let 
y = y(a) ~ ... ~ y(r), x = X (1) ~ " ' "  ~ X ( r )  
where y¢O >. x(O, i = 1 . . . . .  r, are the c-components of  y >- x. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists A ~ II ++ such that Ay  = x. 
(b) For each i, either x ¢i) has dimension one or x ~0 is not a scalar 
multiple of  the all l 's  vector (1 . . . . .  1) r. 
Proof. Let x ~i) ~ A,0 ) (i = 1 . . . . .  r). 
Assume (a). Then, by Lemma 8, there exists A, ~ 1~,+(,+~ such that 
Aiy 0) = x ~0 (i = 1 . . . . .  r). Thus assertion (b) follows from Lemma 6. 
Conversely, assume (b). Then, by Theorem 7, there exists A~ ~ ~,+¢,+) 
such that A~y 0) = x ¢i) (i = 1 . . . . .  r). Let A = A 1 • "" • A r. Then A 
~n ++ and Ay  = x, proving(a). • 
It is interesting to compare the above characterization for vector majoriza- 
tion via a positive definite matrix with that obtained by Levow [6] for vector 
majorization via a nonsingular matrix. 
THEOREM 10. Let y, x ~ A, be such that y >- x. Let 
y = ~(1) ~ ... ~ ~,(s), x = IK (1) (~ " ' "  ~ ~(s) 
where ~tj) >, i(j), j = 1 . . . . .  s, are the d-components of  y >- x. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a nonsingular A ~ I~, such that Ay  = x. 
(b) For each j ,  at least one c-component of  y(g) either has dimension one 
or is not a scalar multiple of  the all l 's vector (1 . . . . .  1) r. 
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Returning to our early. Example, we see that y >- x is indeeomposable and 
(2, 0) T >- (1, 1) T and (0) >- 0 are its two c-components. Applying Theorem 9, 
we see that there exists a nonsingular matrix A ~ 1~ 3 such that Ay  = x. 
Applying Theorem 8, we see that there does not exist a matrix A ~ ~+ 
such that Ay  = x. 
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